Mathews DXT
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here really isn’t much to be said about the
Mathews bow company that hasn’t already been
said a hundred times – at least not that I can think
of. They are a company of innovation, technical excellence, creativity and incredible generosity. That last
point has everything to do with Mathews’ leader Matt
McPherson. The company has given back to the industry
in many ways; however, they have given even more to
hundreds of thousands of kids across the country
through the National Archery in the Schools Program
(NASP). More about that in the Genesis bow report that
follows this review.
The focus of this review is Mathews’ 2008 flagship –
the DXT. This new offering sports a super short axle-toaxle length, IBO speeds exceeding 320 fps, a mass weight
under 3.8 pounds and all the special features we have
come to expect from this industry giant.

The Basics:
Riser: The DXT riser reminds me of a top breed
miniature horse – let me explain. In the world of miniature horses a high dollar horse is basically a miniature
version of a full size horse. Seems to go without saying
that all mini horses should be so, however, that is not the
case. The quality mini maintains the proportions of a full
size breed in a smaller package while a lesser mini looks
like a pudgy little pony. Back to the analogy; The DXT is
a well-proportioned adult bow in a small package. It
does not look like a kid’s bow or a poorly made adult bow.
Basically, it isn’t a pudgy little pony! You get all the feel
and look of a full size bow in a power packed 29.75 inch
axle-to-axle rig.
The DXT’s backbone is its 22-7/16 inch reflexed riser,
which, like any other bow from Mathews is precisely
machined out of a solid 6061-aluminum block on a CNC
machine. What will most likely strike you first about the
DXT’s riser is its side profile. Each end flares to approximately 4 inches where it interfaces with the limb. These
extended width ends support a larger section of the limb,
which, when coupled with their SphereLock Limb Lock
system and Limb Turret takes the place of a traditional
pocket.
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Each DXT riser is loaded with thru-holes, chamfers,
and shallow pockets that serve several functions. First,
they combine to eliminate unneeded mass weight. This
is the lightest Mathews yet, weighing in at a scant 3.75

pounds. Next, they are functional.
Some of the mass-reducing features
are designed for accessory mounting
such as those for the quiver, grip and
stabilizer. Lastly, they are there for an
aesthetic effect. In other words, they
just look good. There is significant
detail found in this riser.
The reflex geometry of the riser
is set to a measure that offers
increased speed through a longer
power stroke while maintaining
excellent shootability/stability characteristics. A reflexed riser is one that
positions the throat of the grip
behind the pivot point of the limb
pocket. Power stroke is the distance
the string is moved from its at-rest
position to full draw.
For 2008 the popular Mathews’
Inline laminated walnut grip with
defined centerline has been
trimmed down in the throat. Also
featured on the DXT is the now
familiar CNC machined aluminum
Roller Guard. The end of the Roller
Guard bracket is cut out into a Uchannel and angled toward the centerline of the bow. This is done to
match the natural tension and
movement of the cables. The Uchannel is home to two machined
wheels that ride on a stainless steel
axle and sealed ball bearings. A
Double Damper Harmonic Damping
system is seated in the Roller Guard
bracket. Other features include a
threaded brass stabilizer insert, two
Mathews Solocam medallions and
two Harmonic Dampers set into the
ends of the riser. Each DXT is powder
coated and then film dipped in
Mathews own Lost Camo pattern,
new for 2008.
Customer Connection: One of the
few criticisms I have ever heard concerning any Mathews bow is that the
grip can be a little too beefy. The customer’s desire for a narrower resulted in the redesigned Inline 2. I personally prefer a thin grip throat and
believe that this new Inline model
will win many fans.
The Roller Guard and brass stabilizer bushings are two of my
favorite all time components. Why?
Because they eliminate problems.
No matter how many times you draw
and fire the DXT or attach and

detach a stabilizer, you will not experience those nagging problems common to direct-attach stabilizer
mounting holes or poorly made
cable guards. This is a piece of the
overall quality design that should be
highlighted for customers.
One of the first things you want
to do with the DXT is place it in your
customer’s hands and typically the
first reaction you will get is surprise.
It is indeed surprisingly light at only
3.75 pounds and you can point out
to your customer that even with
accessories mounted on the DXT it
will still be almost as light as some
rigs with nothing on them.
Mathews’ new Lost Camo is
pleasing to the eye.
Limbs/limb pockets: Unique to
Mathews is their SphereLock
Pivoting Limb Lock System. There
are three basic components that
make up the overall pocket system.
These include the flared ends of the
riser, the SphereLock Pivoting Limb
Lock System and the Mathews’ Limb
Turret. Together they accomplish the
same limb control at this critical
interface, as does a full size pocket.
Located at the forward end of the
riser flare are the limb bolt and
SphereLock Pivoting Limb Lock

System. This small cup is not much
larger than the head of the limb bolt
measuring approximately 1-3/16
inch where it captures about 4/5th of
the limb’s thickness at the end and
surrounds the bolt head. The limb
bolt, by the way, is seated in the cup
at an angle to allow a head-on connection with the riser flare while
applying even pressure to the limb
tip. The rear facing riser flare is home
to the Limb Turret. Made of precisely
machined aluminum this unit cradles the limb and essentially spreads
the limb load over a greater area.
This lean system contributes to the
overall low mass weight of the DXT.
Mathews’ sleek SE4 Composite
Limb System has proven itself to be
strong and durable through thousands of cycle tests. In fact, this proprietary technology limb has outlasted typical lifetime guarantee
limbs by more than 2x as reported by
Mathews. The DXT limbs measure
approximately 1.125 inch and are
not much larger than the average lateral thickness of the riser. As viewed
straight on the DXT has a super slender profile. Limbs are solid (not
split), straight (not recurve) and
measure 13.9 inches in length. One
of the more important facts concerning these limbs is their angle. At full
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draw the limbs come to a parallel
position. Limbs that are parallel at
full draw travel in equal and opposite directions upon release. This
action nullifies much of the vibration-causing energy normally produced by upright limb configurations. Limbs, like the riser are film
dipped in the new Mathews’ Lost
Camo pattern.
Customer Connection: Point out
the lean profile of the limbs and the
minimalistic design of the pocket
system to highlight the overall mass
weight of only 3.75 pounds. Most of
us welcome a lighter bow if it can do
all that a heavier rig can do.
The limbs are thin – no doubt
about that. You may even get a customer or two who are concerned
that these limbs don’t look very sturdy. Reassure them that they are not
only as sturdy as other, wider,
designs, but they have also been
tested to last even longer.
Eccentrics: Powering the DXT to
reported IBO speeds reaching 322

fps is Mathews’ new DXT Solo Cam.
This
StraightLine
Perimeter
Weighted eccentric system is offered
in draw lengths from 24 to 30 inches
in whole sizes and 24.5 to 29.5 inches in half sizes. StraightLine refers to
the straight-line nock travel produced by the system. There are no
modules for draw length changes.
Mathews views each rig as a precise
shooting machine designed for optimal performance at each draw
length. The goal for this cam was a
smooth draw cycle coupled with
great speed. To reach that mark the
cam is oversized, measuring approximately 5 inches in diameter, and
both eccentrics ride on a combination of bushings and bearings. The
DXT produces a letoff of 80 percent.
Mathews seeks the most favorable
position on the cam to locate the
single weight in an effort to provide
the best performance and most
comfortable shot “feel”.
Customer Connection: 320+ fps
IBO with not much noise or movement at the shot – that sells!
Why no adjustability in the
cams? Certainly seems restrictive,
however, it should be remembered
that you are dealing with a different
animal here – a precision top-line
unit designed to do one thing – perform. Holding the cams to one draw
length allows Mathews to control the
parameters and tolerances resulting
in a more efficient system.
Think about these specs: 24 to 30
inch draw lengths and 40, 50, 60 and
70-pound peak draw weights. That
means that most everyone in my
family could shoot a DXT. My son,
Michael, who is 11 has a 24 inch
draw length and pulls over 50
pounds. My wife, Jennifer, has a 26
inch draw length and pulls approximately 40 pounds. Of my six children
only two could not shoot the DXT
and they are only 6 and 8 years old!
Silencing/Shock reducing features: When it comes to a silent shot
Mathews was the pioneer. Starting
with the famous MQ1 they have
made it their business to impress the
masses with bows that are deadly
quiet and surprisingly shock free.
They have continued to improve
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Circle 256 on Response Card

The thinness of the DXT limbs may seem
odd to customers who haven’t seen how
well they have performed on the Drenalin
introduced in 2007.

over the years adding new technology and features. The DXT showcases
their current technology including
laid-back limbs that come to parallel
at full draw, limb tip mounted string
suppressors,
and
Harmonic
Dampers set into the riser, roller
guard and limb tip mounts.
Harmonic Dampers employ suspended weights secured by a web of
damping
material.
A
String
Suppressor device is mounted on the
tip of each limb and consists of a
proprietary damping compound
molded in the shape of a hook and
mounted into an aluminum bracket.
Customer Connection: This is one
of the reasons that a Mathews bow
sells itself! Let them shoot it and let
them hear you shoot it.

Strings/Cables:
Mathews uses their own Zebra
Barracuda Bowstring material on the
DXT. The patented “ZS” Twist
Technology used to make the
Barracuda virtually eliminates stretch
and peep rotation. “ZS” technology
involves twisting the individual
strands that make up each of the two
colored bundles in opposite directions and then counter twisting the
bundles as a whole. In addition the
Barracuda strings feature Mathews’
TwistLock Center Serving technology
that secures the center serving. The
string measures 86.25 inches and the
cable spans 32.25 inches.
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Customer Connection: It seems
as though there is a new string company around every corner these days
all claiming that their string is the
best performing of the bunch. When
your customer buys a Mathews bow
they don’t have to sift through all the
others – they already have a proven
premium string that comes standard.

Testing:
Tests were conducted using the
following equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter
portable shooting machine
Easton Professional Chronograph with an infrared light
ing system
Easton BowForce Mapper
Handheld unit
Oehler M35 Chronograph
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Hanson Scale
Mitutoyo Digital Caliper – 6 inch
Apple Super Pro Bow Press
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
TRU Ball Chappy Boss release
Quality Test: As a dealer you do
not want a sale busted by something
as insignificant as machining marks,
finish inclusions or untested threaded holes. When you are selling a
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high-end bow like the DXT you
absolutely expect perfection – as you
should. The test bow was without
any issues in finish, machining or
overall workmanship.
Set up: A 30 inch draw length
and 70-pound draw weight has
become the industry-accepted
specs for IBO ratings. The draw
length will be set according to the
requirements of ASTM F 1544-04
and the draw weight will be set to 70
pounds +/- 1 lb (the +/- 1 lb requirement is also an ASTM F 1544 -04
requirement). Speeds will be measured using a correctly spined 350grain arrow. This weight comes
from the IBO rule, which states that,
“Arrows must weigh at least 5 grains
per pound of the bow’s maximum
shooting weight…” As stated earlier
Arrow Trade bows will be tested at
70 pounds so: using the I.B.O. rule
we would multiply 5 grains x 70
pounds = 350 grains. To summarize
our Arrow Trade Standard:

pound (350 grains)
All arrow velocity ratings must be
measured using a shooting machine
with mechanical release (We will use
the definition of a shooting machine
found in ASTM F 1544-04)
A minimum of five shots must be
chronographed using an arrow as
defined above. The five shots will
then be averaged to obtain the final
reading. All velocity values for a
given arrow must fall within a range

Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 1 pound
Draw Length will be set to 30 inch
ATA (defined by ASTM F 1544-04)
Arrows will be selected according
to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
rules for minimum grains per
Circle 226 on Response Card
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of 2 ft/sec (Taken from ASTM F 154404).
An appropriate chronograph with
a minimum of two gates set no more
than 48 inches apart will be used.
The initial gate will be set at 36 inches from the front of the bow’s handle.
A single brass nock and
QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest were
attached to the bow – nothing more.
With the exception of these two
items every bow is tested as it would
be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it has string
silencers or other components preinstalled it is tested with them
installed. While the ‘official’ velocity
rating for our calculations will be
taken with an arrow as defined
above, we will also use two other
test arrows as reference points. This
will be done to bring a bracketed
picture of the bow’s speed performance to the reader. Test arrows
include a lightweight 350-grain CAE
carbon arrow, a mid-weight 420grain Radial X Weave arrow and a
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Circle 207 on Response Card

relatively
heavy
540-grain Easton
XX78 Super Slam
arrow.
Before
recording speeds
with these arrows
the bow was first
paper tuned with
each one. Most
every bowhunter
and archer will be
able to extrapolate
their approximate
arrow speed in
relation to similar
set-up parameters
and results pre- The wide riser ends are part of the limb attachment method
sented from the that saves the bulk of a traditional limb cup and yet provides all
the stability you’d find in a pivoting limb cup.
three test arrows.
draw cycle.
Speed/Velocity Test
In our testing for Arrow Trade
Speed was measured with the Magazine we try to give you a feel for
two chronographs listed above – how a bow performs in the “subjecEaston’s model as the primary and tive” areas mentioned above. You
the Oehler as a backup/verification can then focus on the bow’s notable
unit. Following are the resulting subjective points when interacting
speed ratings for each in feet per sec- with your customer. The term “subond rounded to the nearest whole jective” can basically be translated
number:
into “opinion”. I will be giving my
opinion of this bow’s performance in
540-grain arrow
the following subjective categories:
264.0
Shot noise
263.6
Grip comfort and function
263.8
Draw cycle “feel”
263.3
Shock and vibration levels
263.6
We will look at the first and
Average: 263.66 fps
fourth categories together – shot
noise, shock and vibration levels. It is
420-grain arrow
here that Mathews has made their
293.6
name. Most of us can remember the
294.4
MQ1 and all that it meant to the
294.4
industry. Speed without the kick, as
294.2
the slogan goes. It started a whole
294.6
new era in bow performance and
Average: 294.24 fps
changed the way the average customer evaluated his or her rig. The
350-grain arrow
first thing to consider when evaluat319.2
ing the DXT’s performance in these
319.2
areas is its mass weight of only 3.75
318.8
pounds. This is a light bow. In my
319.0
opinion the DXT has the same or
318.8
better shot noise, shock and vibraAverage: 319 fps
tion qualities as compared to the
Drenalin from last year. That is a sigPotential customers will general- nificant statement when you take
ly make their bow purchase choice into account that the Drenalin was
based on several factors including top notch in these categories and
the cost, speed, shot noise, weighed in at 3.85 pounds. This
shock/vibration level, grip and the means that Mathews is doing exactly

Mathews 2008 DXT

The narrower thoat of the InLine 2 grip should be appreciated by
shooters who felt earlier Mathews grips were a little blocky.

what I would expect them to do –
continually push the envelope. With
the DXT there is a small bump in the
handle and very little noise to speak
of at the shot. This bow represents a
step forward for Matt and the crew
as they further refine their technology in a lighter bow bringing it closer
and closer to the absolutely dead-inthe-hand bows they have produced
on rigs weighing in at 4.2+ pounds.
As stated earlier Mathews
slimmed down their popular InLine
grip giving it a narrower throat. I am
convinced that the new InLine 2 grip
is the most universal and comfortable grip that Mathews has offered to
date. It positions the shooter’s hand
consistently on a relatively small yet
comfortable
platform,
which
reduces the likelihood of torque.
One of the more notable characteristics of the DXT is its stability. It performed in a manner that I would
expect from a much longer axle-toaxle configuration. As I have mentioned in other reviews there are
bows that work with you in the aiming process and there are bows that
fight you every inch of the way. The
DXT handles well and promotes precision.
As you will see on the force draw
curve the large Perimeter-weighted
StraightLine DXT Cam produces a
draw cycle that is well balanced
between aggressive and smooth. We
all want smooth and we all want
speed. Mathews does a terrific job of
blending the two.
The DXT is super compact, light
and fast with obvious maneuverabil-

ity qualities, all of
which make it a
smart choice for any
bowhunter who can
handle the price.

Draw weights: 40, 50, 60 and 70 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 24 to 30 inches
Axle-to-axle length: 29.75 inches
Brace Height: 7 inches
Mass Weight: 3.75 pounds
Let-off option: 80 percent
Eccentrics: Perimeter-weighted
StraightLine DXT Cam
Tested speed: 319.0 fps tested, 322 fps advertised
Available finish: Lost Camo
Cable: Zebra Barracuda 32.25 inches
String: Zebra Barracuda 86.25 inches
Grip: One-piece InLine – narrow throat - walnut
Riser: CNC machined 6061 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: SphereLock Limb Cup System
Limbs: SE4 Composite SlimLimb
Cable Guard: Double Damper Roller Guard
Warranty: Lifetime to original owner, purchased
new from an authorized Mathews’ retailer.
MSRP: $859

Test Bow Technical Info:
(350-grain arrow/ 70 lb peak
draw weight/30” draw length)
Measured Speed: 319.00 FPS
Kinetic Energy: 79.11 footpounds (This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow.
Basically it is the energy that is left
over from the stored energy after all
of the bow system friction is
accounted for.)
Stored Energy: 93.44 footpounds (When you draw the bow
you supply power/energy into the
limbs. The amount of energy that the
limbs can hold is known as the
stored energy.)
Efficiency Rating: 84.66 percent
(This is the amount of the stored
energy (in percent) that can be successfully transferred into propelling
the arrow upon release. The bow
design, including limbs, limb pockets, cam systems, and axle types play
into the bow’s efficiency. An example
would be a sealed ball bearing in the
idler wheel verses a simple unsealed
rod bearing. It takes more energy to
rotate the unsealed rod bearing
(more friction) verses the sealed ball
bearing (less friction) so more of the
bow’s potential energy is used. The
end result is a lower efficiency rating
because less stored energy is left over
to propel the arrow.)
SE/PF Ratio: 1.33 This is the

ratio of stored energy to peak force.
In other words what return are you
getting for the power you supply.
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